TO: HAVANA  
FROM: DIRECTOR  
CONF: WM 5  
INFO: FG 2, WPS 2, CA 2, CA/PHD, CA/PRD, CI, CI/OPS, CI/OPA, F1, OC 6, S/C 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cite Dir</th>
<th>22272</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

OUT 29872  
OUT 30372

OUT 29872

---

1. IRS FOLLOWING UP SEVERAL GOOD LEADS FOR STATEBEHIND WP OPERATORS FURNISHED BY ANFAPLAST GROUP AND WILL ADVISE RESULTS.

2. PRIMARY INTEREST IS ONE BILINGUAL EXPERIENCED OPERATOR PREFERABLY MILITARY TRAINED. IF FEASIBLE PREFER CANDIDATE BE EXPLOITED RESPONSIVE OR THIRD COUNTRY FOR TRAINING. IS READY INSTRUCTOR TO HAVANA. HOWEVER AS IN ANFAPLAST TRAINING, CONCERNED SECURITY HAZARDS. IF CANDIDATE HIGHLY PROFICIENT ESTIMATED FOUR WEEK TRAINING PERIOD.

3. IN ADDITION TO ABOVE REQUIRE OTHER EXPERIENCED OPERATORS WHO NEED NOT BE BILINGUAL. ANFAPLAST CANDIDATES MENTIONED REF C MAY BE PARTIAL SOLUTION. CABLE BACKGROUND AND AVAILABILITY THEIR CANDIDATES.

4. KUBARK TRAINED OPERATOR WILL IN TURN TRAIN OTHER CANDIDATES IN HAVANA OR COMPARTMENTED BASIS AFTER WHICH HE MAY REQUIRE EXPLOITATION. COULD ASSIST JUDGE REPOSIT. POSITION IN BEST POSITION JUDGE COMPARTMENTATION STATEBEHIND

---

Coordinating Officers

---

Reproduction by other than the issuing office is prohibited.
REQUEST OPERATIONS: REQUIRED EACH NOT.

5. REQUEST STATION CABLE ESTIMATE NUMBER OF OPERATORS NEEDED TO SUPPORT

CURRENT OPS: EVENT EVACUATION

(END OF MESSAGE)

VH Contents:
*Spelled out Commo security requirements for protection of personnel and KUBARK personnel in ANPATO training program.
**Concerned minimal staybehind requirements and stated "Cable on Commo to follow". This is follow-up cable.
***Mentioned AMPABIC group and possible it could come up with several qualified Com operators.

R1

CC/AD/George Geyer (in draft)

[Signatures]
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